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PREFACE
The main purpose of this thesis is to provide a manual for
music educators who will teach a general music course for one
nine-month period which shall form the basis for one unit of high
school credit.

The class will meet for one forty-five minute

period every day, and is designed for the students in the ninth
grade.
This study has been undertaken because there has been an
Increasing demand for a general course in music on the high
school level for students who have had no previous musical training.

The increasing consciousness on the part of principals and

superintendents as to the role of music in everyday life has
caused them to realize the importance of such a course in the
schools.
The average high school student has had little experience
with music; has sung the childhood songs of the primary grades
and has learned several songs such as "America", "Swanee River",
and "Yankee Doddle".

F_e inows a number of popular tunes which

he has learned by listening to the radio.

Most of his performing

has probably been group singing with his classmates as he pursued
his educational course.

Of course there are those students who

have had private piano lessons or instruction on some other in!-:trument, and have had experience in band, orchestra, or chorus.
These students will have some knowledge of notation, but in all
probability their knowledge will be limited to the amount necessry for participation in these organizations.

This knowledee

is often surprisingly small, even in students who play or sing
quite well.

j.

The ultimate aim of the general high school music course
Is to develop and increase in the student an appreciation for
the better types of music with which he will come in contact
through listening to the radio and attending concerts or other
musical programs.

The general music course should also capture

the interest of the more talented students and create in them
a desire which will cause them to become members of a chorus,
band, or orchestra.
The music educator who teaches the general music course
has a difficult task because of the various degrees of musical
talent and musical knowledge represented in the group.

He must

be able to provide work, probably extra material, for the students who have had some training.

However, he will of necess-

ity follow one course or plan in the music class itself.
The ultimate aim of the course will be accomplished by
the presentation and pupil understanding of the grand staff,
simple notation, a few key signatures, and a fair amount of
skill in sight-singing, accomplished through the use of syllables.

The students will learn to recognize various instru-

ments through sight and sound.

They should know something of

the instrumentation and seating for both band and orchestra.
A working knowledge of the keyboard which will enable the student to find notes readily, is essential to the mastery of the
material contained herein.
In order to be able to appreciate the better types of music,
there must be a great amount of listening.
k`• 4

This listening will

form an integral rart of the course since an ultimate objecttite
is to create discriminating listeners.

The instructor should

cncc17ae listening rIt every cpportr-1ty,2

"4

The writer presupposes that the music teacher will have
sufficient knowledge of his subject to present most of the
material contained herein.

The chapters are in the form of

an outline, and the approaches to tonality, melodic, harmonic,
and rhythmic dictation are based almost entirely upon the
approach used by the Eastman School of Music of the University
of Rochester.

This phase of the course may be considered op-

tional to a certain extent, depending upon the ability of the
students and the success obtained in presenting the other material in the course.
Suggestions have been offered which may help in the clear
presentation of the material with whfch students seem to have
difficulty.

At the end of each chapter there are suggested

drills which will enable the student to obtain a functional
knowledge of the points covered in the chapter.
The teacher of this course should have a copy of Allen
Irvine McHose's Teachers Dictation Manual, published by F.S.
Crofts and Company.

This manual contains such material as will

be needed in dictation.

3
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CHAPTER I
NOTATION
I.

Pitch Notation
A.

Staff
1.

Treble clef

2.

Bass clef
Suggestions:

3,

a.

Explain the fact that lines and spaces alone
cannot tell the names of the lines and spaces.
The key to the puzzle is the clef sign which
gives the name of a particular line from which
the names of the other lines and spaces may be
determined.

b.

The clefs at one time resembled letters. The
treble clef resembled a "G", and the bass clef
looked much like an "F".

c.

Draw the clefs and show how they resembled these
letters.

d.

Draw the alto and tenor clefs merely to show the
students other clefs.

Grand Staff
Suggestions:
a.

Show how the treble and bass staves are joined
and talk about middle "c". Locate it on the
piano, then have the students locate it.

b.

Middle "c" is the line which joins the two staves.

4. Staff degrees
Suggestion:
a.
B.

This is the term used to refer to any simple
line or space on the staff.

The Musical Alphabet
1.

Names of the notes
Suggestion:
a.

Have the students learn to recite the musical
alphabet, starting on any letter and going through
all seven. See drills at tjle end of the chapter.

2.

Lines and spaces
Suggestions:
a.

A note placed high on the staff represents a high
tone, and a note placed low on the staff represents
a low tone.

b.

Such lines as "every good boy does fine" help the
student remember the names of the lines and spaces.
(1) Lines and spaces are used to represent pitches.
(a) Pitch is the highness or lowness of a tone.

c.
II.

Explain leger lines.

Metrical Notation
A.

Beat
Suggestions:
1.

The beat is a pulsation. Discuss some everyday experiences to help the student understand the beat.
Sone of these may be the train pulling out fren the
station, the savage beat on tom-toms in th movies,
clapping hands when doing folk dances, marching,
soldiers counting cadence while marching, calesthenics
done to music, cheers, ExtrAl Extra!, the cry of the
newspaper boy, bells - ding, dong, and the bark of the
dog - how-wow-ow.

2.

We are sensing the beat when we tap a foot while
music is being played.

3. Beats group themselves into patterns. Explain
accented and unaccented beats, then play several
selection in 2/4 time, having the students feel
the beat by tapping lightly on the desk. When two
eighth-notes occur on a beat, explain this grouping.
Next explain the accented and unaccented beats in
3/1- t77. : then 17- 2r;y- several selections and have the
students tap again.
Be

Tres of notes and rests, including dotted notes

r-

Note values of the whole-note, half-note, quarter-note

•

and eighth-note,
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SUPPLEMENTARY
1.

DRILLS

Draw a staff on the board and have the group name the lines
and spaces.

Do this for both staves.

staff for quick-recognition drills.

Skip around on the

Make this an individual

as well as a group drill.
2.

Practice drawing the treble and bass clefs.

3. Draw the grand staff on the board and drill the students on
the lines and spaces again.

Be careful that they do not

confuse the two staves.

4. Drill on the musical alphabet. Have the students memorize
It backwards and drill on it that way.

Have them start on

a given tone, and name the tones of the musical alphabet, in
order, to that same tone, that is, elf,g,a,b,c,d 2e.
Have the students memorize the lines and spaces backwards, or
descending, then drill them on the lines and spaces in this
manner.

6. Practice writing all types of notes on the staff, high and low.
7. Drill on leger lines and practice drawing them.
8. Drill the students on locating scale degrees on the keyboard.
9. Spend much time having the children tap rhythm and "feel the
beat".
10. Construct every type of measure in 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, and

6/8 time.

11. Practice drawing rests.
12. Construct measly-es using all typs of rests.
13. Place musical examples on the board and drill the students on
the number of beats different notes would receive.
J. Drill on identifying meter rigmtures from music played.
15. Drill on accent, having the students tap heavier on the
accented beat and lighter on the unaccented beat.
16. Write an eight-measure e7cerTt on the board and ask questions

6

taken from the material covered in Chapter I.

CHAPTER

II

TONALITY
I.

Intervals
A.

Accidentals
Suggestions:

B.

1.

An accidental is a musica
l sign which alters the
pitch of a tone.

2.

Sharp, flat, double-sharp
, double-flat and natural
sign.

Half-step
Suggestion:
1.

C.

The half-step is the inte
rval from one key on the
piano to the one nearest it
(c-white key to c#-black
key).

Whole-step
Suggestion:
1.

D.

The whole-step is the eq
There will always be a uivalent of two half-steps.
make up a whole-step. key between the two keys which
white key. (c-c#-d). C-white key - c# - black key - d C to D is a whole-step.
Primes, seconds, thirds
, fourths, fifths, sixths
, sevenths,
and octaves.
Suggestion:
1.

These intervals should be
of their numberical name taught only from the standpoint
s.
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II. The Major Triad
Illustrations
Suggestions:
1.
2.
3.

Definition of a triad
- A chord of three tones,
consisting
of a root, third, ar:(4, a fi
fth.
The chord alphabet - ac
starting on any tone as egbdf. Spell any neutral triad
root, third, or fifth.
Major triads without sh
arps and flats
a.

C-E-G,

F-A-C,

G-B-D.

4.

It may be pointed out that the
triad consists of four half-stelower third of a major
ps and the upper third
consists of three half-steps.
by using the major triad on C. This may be illustrated
Fro
half-steps and from E to G is rad m C to E contains four
e up of three half-steps.
A musical interval is designate
d
of notes from the lower note thr by counting the number
oug
Example: C to E is a third (C-d-E h the upper note.
).

B.

Intervals from the Vajor Triad
Suggestions:
1.

In a great many instances interv
als from the major
triad are inherint in the major
triad. After being sure
the students can spell the three
major triads listed
above, the study of specific int
ervals
be taken up.
2. Intervals derived from the
major triad are:
a. One up to five, or 1,\5 - Per
fect Fifth - P5
b. One up to three, or 1
- Major Third - M3
c. Three up to five, or 3 .0 Minor Third - m3
d. Three up to one, or 3A1 Minor Sixth - m6
e. Five up to three, or 5'6
- Major Sixth - M6
f. One down to five, or 1
:5 - Perfect Fourth - P4
3. Students should be taught to arpegg
iate all types
of intervals through the use of
numbers. After the
feeling of the major triad has
bee
they can arpeviate any major tri n strongly established
ad. An example of
arpeggiating intervals: the int
erv
al one up to five is
a perfect fifth. The student
will sing "perfect fifth"
using mentally the syllables
do"perfect" vould be sung on two do-so. The word
eighth-notes, one to
each syllable of the word, the
n the word "fifth" would
be sung as a quarter-note a fif
th
also be used in arpegRiating, suc above. Letters may
h as C to G$ and
sung 'dc-do--o".

4.

Attention should be called to the
beginnings of such
songs as "The Star-Spangled Ban
ner" and "Dixie" to help
put the major triad idea across
. The beginnings of other
songs my I-clp in interval study.

9
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C.

Major and minor thirds
Suggestions:
1.

Examine all triads built above eac
h white note
on the piano, C through B.

2.

Count the half-steps between the
members of the
triads to discover that the thirds
have different
sizes.

3.

Students will discover that C-E-G,
F-A-C, and G-B-D
are built similarly. It will be
pointed out that
triads built in this manner are maj
or triads.
4. It will also be brought out tha
t e-g-b, d-f-a, and
a-c-e are similar - they have a min
the lower third and a major third or third for
for the upper third.
These are minor triads. If the
mid
dle note of these
triads is raised one-half step,
through the use of
an accidental, the triad becomes
a major.
5. The remaining triad will be
seen
thirds. In order to make a major to consist of minor
triad, lower the
root one-half step or raise the thi
rd and fifth
one-half step.
D.

Grouping of the triads
Suggestions:
1.

Group I

C-E-G
MMM

MOM

MOM

F-A-C
MOM

MMO

MOM

Group II
G-B-D
emm

d-f-a
—

••••

e-g-b

a-c-e

Group III
b-d-f

f%

A •N
The arrow pointing upward rep
resents the tone or tones
which must be raised one-half
step in order to change
the triad to a matijor
E.

Grouping for a key
Suggestion:
Any major triad may be taken as
major triads in the manner showna Tonic by spelling
represented in the key signature above, and all
derived.
Order of accidentals and sense
of tonality
1.

F.

1.

Order cf sharps and flats
Suggestions:
a.

The students may make up a sen
tence to remember
the order of sharps and fiats in
ut us they dld for renembcrinrlthe key signatures
ir
and spates.
10

2.

b.

For sharps - "First children go down and eat breakfast."

c.

For flats - "By every awful deed good children fall."

d.

It may be pointed out that a good way to discover
where the next sharp will be placed is to start with
the last sharp and count down four staff degrees.
For instance, F# down to C#. The next sharp would
be found by counting up five, the next down four,
then up five, and so on.

e.

To discover the next flatl count up four degrees,
then down five, up four, aown five, and so on.

f.

It may also be shown that the order of flats is
backward to the order of sharps.

g.

The key signature may be defined as the group of
sharps of flats placed at the beginning of a piece
of music.

Definition of tonality
Suggestions:
a.

The feeling that all tones lead to one particular tone
which is called the tonal center or tonic.

b.

Tonality may be illustrated as a baseball diamond
with all the bases leading to home plate.

3. Feeling of tonality
Suggestions:
a.

The students may sing a song to the last note which
leads to the tonic. There will be a strong tendency
to go on and sing the tonic tone.

b.

Play exercises and lead up to the tonic tone and then
allow the students to feel and sing the tone which
should come next.

C.

Play sore exercises in simsle h7rmonic dictation,,
letting the students locate the Tonic chord only.'

YcHose, Allen Irvine, Teachers Dictation Manual, F.S. Crofts and Co.,
New York, New York.
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(1) The pupils may hold up their hands
when they hear the chord of repose
or when there is a feeling of rest.
(2) Indicate each beat with one-quarter
note and write I under each chord
which sounds as the Tonic.

d.

(3)

Sing 1-3-5-3-1 (do-mi-so-mi-do) if
the root of the triad is In the upper
voice; 5-3-1 (so-mi-do) if the fifth
of the triad is in the upper voice.

(4)

Much drill should be given in the
hearing, identifying and writing of
the Tonic triad in both major and
minor modes.

Dominant, Dominant Seventh and Leading
Tone Triads
(1)

To teach these, tell the students
that these chords want to go to the
Tonic. Play each type of chord and
have the students sing the tone which
they feel should come next; they will
sing the Tonic.

(2) Dwell on the Dominant Triad for some
time.

(3)
C.

Subdominant and Supertonic Triads
(i)

f.

When playing, stop on the Subdominant
or Supertonic and have the students
sing the next two notes i7 the bass
or soprano lins.

Submfidiant Triad
(1)

g•

Be sure that the concept of these
triads has been well established before attempting others.

Develop the concept of this chord through
the use of the deceptive cadence.

Mediant Triad
(1)

Use this chord in harmonizing the descending leading tone in a downward
scale progression.

•••

1

4.

The Tonic, Subdominant, Dominant, Dominant
Seventh and Leading Tone Triads may be the
only ones which can be successfully conceived
by the students. This will depend upon the
ability of the class.

5.

The Candences
a.

Definition

b.

Complete cadence
Suggestions:
(1) Dominant to Tonic progression following some other chord.
(2) The students will think of the root of
the chord as the principal tone of the
chord. They should learn to sing the
notes which seem to be the roots of
the chords.
(3) Much drill should be given on singing
the roots from chords played in all
inversions and positions.

c.

Plagal
Suggestions:
(1) The cadence used for the Amen at the
end of a hymn.
(2) Subdominant to Tonic - IV to I.

d.

Authentic
Suggestions:
(1) The cadence we feel when we sense the
tonality.
(2) Dominant to Tonic - V to

6.

I.

Harmonic Dictation
Suggestions:
a.

Have the students sing, the various scale
degrees by number. This should receive
much drill.

b.

May the chords and have them sing "loo"
on the root of the chord, then try to decide

what scale member it is and sing its number
in the scale. If the tone is 4 and also the
root, the triad will be Subdominant. If the
root is 5, it will be the Dominant Triad, and
so on.
(c)

The dissonant character of the Leading Tone
Triad should be pointed out. The bass will
usually go down one step when this triad is
used.

SUPPLEMENTARY

DRILLS

1. Play half-steps and whole-steps at the
piano.
2. Teacher play half-steps and whole-st
eps and have the students
sing then.

3. Allow one student to play steps and half-steps,
half the class
identify them and the other half sing
them.
4.

Spell major triads from the root, third,
and fifth.

5. Have the students sing the member of the triad that
has been
played.
6.

Play any triad in any position and have the
students sing the
root, third, or fith, then sing any two
members of the triad,
forming an interval.

7. Have the students sing different intervals, using the name of
the interval.

For instance, from the root up to the fifth,

they would sing "perfect fifth".

Sing "1-5, perfect fifth".

8. Have the students play any type of interval at
the piano.
9. Have students play any triad at the piano.
10. Play major and minor triads and have
the students distinguish
between them.
11. Drill on the order of flats and
sharps.
12. Play exercises using each type of chor
d and lead up to the
Tonic tone

then allow the students to sing the tone which

comes next.
13.

Drill on the spelling of major and minor tria
ds.
Have students arpeggiate as outlined in the
chapter.

15.

Have students write cadences, then play them
.

16. Drill on singing the root in all inversions and posi
tions.

17.

Give a great deal of attention to harmonic dictation.

18.

Have students play triads - the root of the triad in the
left hand, the right playing the chord in the position of
of the fifth.

r.

CHAPTER III
RHYTHM AND MELODY
I.

Location of the beat
Suggestions:
A.

Have the students walk, tap their fin
gers on the desk,
or clap the hands to indicate the beat of
the music as it
is played.

B.

Conductor's beat
Suggestions:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
C.

Beat for 2/4 meter signature.
Beat for 4/4/meter signature.
Beat for 3/4 meter signature.
Beat for 6/8 meter signature.
The students should have experience in con
ducting.

Grouping of beats
Suggestions:
1.

Music beats move along regularly, one bea
t being
accented more than the others.

2.

Waltz rhythm
The beats group themselves in groups of
three.
March rhythm

(L)

3.

(10

4.

The beats group themselves in groups of
two.
Meter signature

(a)

Top number - tells the number of beats
in
each measure.

(b)

Bottom number - tells the type of note
which
gets one beat.
Suggestions:
(1)

Take an example of a meter signature and
explain it.

(2)

In a simple beat one can feel a sort of
background of two.

(3)

In a compound beat there is a background
of three.

(4)

Play a nunber of slow rimple beats
and have the students conduct with
the right hand and tap with the left
forefinger. Also use the divided note.

(5)

For the compound illustration, use 6/8.
Conduct two beats with the right hand
and tap three small beats with the
left forefinger.

(6) In drills on the beat, the students

should have much opportunity to conduct
and tap.

(7) Play many examples and let the students
decide what kind of grouping is taking
place.
(8)

Table for simple beats

Vo. "Fit..8-csri
dift e

S

e_.

411.

ik rwr

(9)

No.

61'5, I.-

Table for compound beats
t;

;

r—

.i

-

0.
'3 -

r'

'r.

73:
.
ti

e

Rhythmic Reading2
Sugestions:
A.

This is a special drill to give the students
practice in
coordinting the conductor's beat with the
time values
represented by the notes. The drill invo
lves the reciting
of syllaLles.

2McHose, Allen I. and Tibbs, Ruth Northup,
Sight Singing Manual,
F.S. Crofts and Company, New lork, New Yoz:KI

B.

The beat is assigned an Arabic number (1213, etc.),
depending upon the position of the beat in the measure.
(1) Example:

4
C.

r

i

14

1 '

When beats are tied the reciting syllable takes the
name of the beat which originates the tie, and the
students sound this syllable until the time value has
been consummated.
(1) Example:

4
...,
• 4__Et__
_=1:---- ----

.••• "••••

...mar

-' z
t ,_

D.

When the beat is divided into two equal time duration
s,
the reciting syllables are sone-teywo-te',
etc.
(1) Example:
•••e•

:•••

1
E.

III.

e.

it

, it

The teacher will find the above-mentioned referenc
e of
great value in teaching further problems in rhyt
hmic
reading.

Rhythmic Dictation
Suggestions:
A.

The teacher will find it necessary to start this
phase
of the course in a very easy and careful manner, givi
ng
very simple exercises at first. The rhythms used
in
the
sight-singing exercises my be used at first if
desired.
Use the quarter-note, half-note, whole-note,
and if the
students do well with these, the eight-note may
be used
some.

B.

Procedure
(1)

Fave the students prepare the staff with the
proper
meter signature.

(2)

Play the exercise over twice for their listenin
g,
after the beat has been established.

At the third playing of the exercise, the students
will write the exercise rhythmically, not neledically,
smiting all notes on the same line or space as
specified by the instructor.

11

After the students have finished be exercise, the
teacher will play it again for them to check their
work, then have some student put his exercise on the
board for a final check for all the students.
46.

(5)

IV.

In summarizing the procedure, the students set up the
beat and background, then the example is played for
their writing,

Melodic Dictation
Suggestions:
A.

B.

C.

D.

V.

This type of dictation should not be started until the
students can take rhythmic dictation with a fair degree
of ease and accuracy. This will be left up to the discretion of the instructor.
?Procedure
(i)

Drill first on locating the tonic tone of the
exercise,

(2)

After it is found that the students can locate the
tonic tone (which they have previously done in their
drills), follow the same procedure as in rhythmic
dictation, smiting the melodic line as dictated, as
well as writing it rhythmically.

The students should be encouraged to sing inwardly the
syllables for the tones in the exercise before attempting
to write it.
Play any major or minor triad in root position and have
them sing, identify, and write it.

F.

7,ed.Te dictation she,uld be dwelt upon at lenzth. It
should form a regular part of the music course throughout
the year.

F.

The materials for melodic dictation should be very eenr.
Some of the exercises could be based upon the sight-singing
exercises used.

Sight-Singing
Suggestimst
A.

As soon as the students learn the syllLbles to be used in
right-singing, this phase of the woTk should 'be introduoid
47 E ye:r
throughf:ut ,
s a r:or lrt- cf th cvars
20.

E.

To start the sight-singing work, the instruct
or should
write some simple melodies for the students usin
,
g wholenotes, half-notes, and quarter-notes. Afte
r the sightsinging idea is put across, the following book is
recommended for regular use:
(1)

Music for Sight-Singing by Jone Vincent, Mills
Music, Inc., 1619 Broadway, New York.

(2)

The instructor will probably be familiar with other
books which will be good for sight-singing work
.
Often there are books in the storage spaces used
by
board of education which will afford good material
for sight-singing.

(3)

It is suggested that the students be required to
memorize ten standard songs by syllables. Such songs
as "America", "The Star-Spangled Banner", "Swanee
River", "Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes" are good
good for memory work. This will improve the ability
of the student to recognize intervals when they
are heard.

SUPPLEMENTARY

DRILLS

1.

Have the students walk, tap the
forefinger on the desk, or
clap the hands to indicate the
beat of the music as it is
played.

2.

Give the students experience
in donducting in 2/4, 3/4
and 6/8 meter signatures.
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3. Play exercises and have the stu
dents locate the beat and decide
upon the grouping being employ
ed.

4. Have the students write each typ
e of meter signature used and
then explain it in writing.

5.
6.

7.

Construct several measures usi
ng each type of meter signature
.
Play a number of slow simple
beats and have the class conduc
t
with the right hand and tap wit
h the left forefinger.
Have the students write the tab
les for the simple and conpou
nd
beats each day until all hav
e learned them.

8. Give a great amount of drill
on rhythmic reading.
Give much drill in rhythmic
diettion.
10. Give much drill in melodi
c dictation.
11. Have a great amount of
drill in sight-singing and ext
end this
drill over the year.
/.

12.

Allow the students to write
original melodies for use in
rhythmic dictation, melodi
c dictation, and sight-singing.
13. Have the students memorize
some standard songs by syllab
les, then
start the sight-singing per
iod off by having them sing
two or
three of these songs. Use
different ones each time until
all
are use, then repeat.

CHAPTER

rit

TERMINOLOGY AND DEVICES
An understanding of musical terminology and devices used
in music is necessary to a proper understanding and interpretation
of the music itself.

Below are listed the terms used and devices

which should be mastered by the student in the beginning music
course.

Individual circumstances may bring about the inclusion

of various other terms and devices not given here.

The students

should always be encouraged to master any new terms or devices
which they encounter in their music study.

1.

Accelerando - Gradually faster.

2.

Accent - The natural stress or emphasis regularly recurring
on certain tones in each measure.

3. Accompaniment - The accessory part or parts attending the
voices or instruments bearing the principal
part in a musical composition.
4.

Accompanist.- One who accompanies.

5. A Tempo - In the original time.
6.

Adagio - Slow; leisurely.

7.

Air - M(,lody; tune.
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Allegretto - Moderately fast.

9.

Allegro - Lively; brisk; rapid.

10. Alto - The deeper of the two main divisions of women's voices;
the contralto.
11. Andante - Moderately slow.
12. Arco - With the bow.

13.

fssai - Very.

14.

Bar - A vertical line dividing
measures on the staff.
barcarolle - A boatman's son
g.

15.
16.

Bass - The lowest of the male voi
ces.

17.

Cadence - The closing strains of
a melody or harmonic
movement.

18.

19.

Cadenza - A brilliant passage in a
vocal solo, usually at
its conclusion, having the effect
of extemporization, but commonly prepared before
hand.
Cantabile - In a singing or vocal
style.

20.

Con brio - With brilliance.

21.

Con expressione - With expression.

22.

Con sordino - With the mute.

23.

Con spirito - With spirit.

24.

Crescendo - Increasing in loudne
ss.

25.

Decrescendo - Growing softer.

26.

Diminuendo - Growing softer or diminishi
ng in loudness.
Dolce - Sweetly.

27.
28.

Duet - A composition for two voices or
instruments.

29.

Enharmonic - Tones derived from different
degrees but identical in pitch.

30.

Etude - A study.

J-.

1-4 n.;le - A final.

32.

Fine - End; close,

33.

Forte - Loud.

35.

Fcrte-piano - Accent strongly, diminishi
ng instantly to piano.
Fortissimo - Very loud.

36.

Forzando - With force.

37. Grave —

Conc_luding movement of a symphony.

Heavy; sic‘...; ponCcrous in mcvero,crt.

38.

Grazioso - Gracefully.

39.

Interval - The diffcrence in pitch between two tones.

4o.

Largarente - Largely; broadly.

;!]..

Larghetto - Slow; slightly faster than largo.

42.

Largo - Large; broad; slow and stately.

43.

Legato - Smooth and connected.

44.

Lento - Slow.

45.

Maestoso - Majestically.

46.

Marcato - With very marked emphasis.

47.

Mezzo-forte - Half loud.

48. Mezzo-piano - Half soft. Less loud than mezzo-forte.
9.

Meno - Less_

50.

Morendo - Dying away.

51.

Moderato - At a moderate tempo.

52.

Non - Not.

53.

Notation - The art of representing musical tones by means of
written characters.

511-.

Pause - A rest; a hold.

55.

Pianissimo - Very EDft.

-*C).

Piano -

soft.

57. Pizzicato - Plucked with the fingers.
58.

Poe

ro.
./

Presto - Quick.

60.

Rallentando - Gradutily slower.

- A little.

Rest - A pause or interval of silence between two notes.
62.

Ritc,rdando - Crowing slower and slower.

63.

SfoTzando - A direction commonly applied to a single tone or
chord, indicating that it is to be performed with
r-rcial stress,
'
cr r -and stIdder
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64.

Sostenuto - Sustained.

65.

Staccato - Detached; separated.

66.

Syncopation - The tying of a weak beat to the following
strong beat, effacing the accent naturally
falling on the latter and in most cases
shifting it to the (naturally unaccented)
weak beat.

67.

Tempo - Rate of speed; movement.

68.

Tenuto - A direction signifying, generally, that a tone
so marked
is to be sustained for its full time-value.

69.

Vivace - Lively.

SIGNS AND DEVICES

1.

D.C. - Da Capo - From the beginning.

2.

- Del Segno

3.

- Repeat.

From the sign.

••••••••

- First and second endings.
•

J.

- Fermata; hold.

G.

- Cut.

7.

C.P. - Grand Pause.

CHAPTER

V

INSTRUEENTS OF THE BAND AND ORC
HESTRA
I.

The String Group
A.

Violin
1.

Its function in the orchestra.

2.

The nanes of the various parts of
the violin.
The names of the violin strings.

3.
4.

The tone of the violin strings.

5.

The bow
Suggestions:

B.

b.

Discuss the parts of the bow.

1.

Its function in the orchestra.

2.

The difference in the size of the
violin and viola.
The difference in the tone qua
lity of the violin and
that of the viola.

The violoncello
1.

D.

Explain the fact that the bow is
very important in
violin playing. The violin pla
yer who wishes to
get the most out of his instrumen
t will choose
a fine bow.

The Viola

3.
C.

a.

2.

The function of the violoncello
in the orchestra.
The difference in size of the
violin, viola, and the
'cello.

3.

The tone quality of the
'cello.

The String Bass
1. Its function in the orches
tra.
2.

The difference in size of the
violin, viola, 'cello
Lnd bass vfxl.

3.

The tone quality of the bas
s viol.
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Suggestions:

II.

a.

Play selections in which each of the string
instruments plays a prominent part and help
the rtudents to recognize each of the instruments by its tone quality.

b.

Have the students bring to class pictures of
these different instruments and the name of
an outstanding performer on each.

The String Quartet
A.

The instruments which make up the string quartet
1.

First and second violins, viola and 'cello.
Suggestions:
a.

Play sone selections which were written for and
played by the string quartet.

b.

Discuss the voice part which corresponds with
each of the instrunents in the string quartet.

c.

Discuss the string quartet as a chamber group,
including a discussion on chamber music.

III. The Woodwind Group
A.

Piccolo
1.

Size

2.

Key in which it is built - C or D-flat.

3. Its use
4. Tone production
5. Tone qlr'llty
6. Range - From D below the treble clef to tte second

C above the treble clef o:r. from di- to Cs!,
- arp., each note sounding ar octave higher.

B.

Flute
1.

Size

2.

Key in which it Ls built - C

3. Its use
4. Tone production

5. Tone quality
6. Relation to the piccolo
7. Range - Three octaves - from cl to c4
C.

Oboe
1.

Size

2.

Key in which it is built - C

3. Its use
4. Tone production
5. Double reed
6. Tone quality
7.
D.

Range - From small b-flat to g3

Clarinet
1.

Size

2.

Key in which it is built - B-flat

3.

Its use

4. Tcne quality
5.

Single reed

6. Tone production
7.

Range - from small e to a3

8.

Albert and Boehm systems

9.

Materials from which made

10. Parts of the instrument
E.

Soprano Clarinet
1.

Key in which it is built - E-flat

2.

Tone quality - penetrating

3.

Its use

If,

Range - same as 13-flat clarinet but pitched a perfect
fourth higher.

F.

Alto Clarinet
1.

Size and shape

2.

Key in which it is built - E-fla
t

3.

Purpose
Suggestions:
a.

The E-flat alto clarinet is rarely use
d
a solo instrument, its main purpose bei as
ng
to bridge the gap between the B-flat
clarinets and the bassoons or bass cla
rinets.

b.

The E-flat clarinet is pitched one oct
ave
below the E-flat soprano model.

4. Tone quality
G.

Bass Clarinet
1.

Size and shape

2.

Kep in which it is built - B-flat

3.

Its use

4. Tone quality
5. Pitched one octave below the B-flat clarin
et
H.

Bassoon
1.

Size and shape

2.

Key in which it is built -

C

3. Its use
4. Range - From contra B-flat to G-shar
p2
5. Tone quality
Sugrestion:
a.

I.

The usual playing range is to C-s
the high notes are somewhat dif harp2 as
ficult to
produce satisfactorily and are rarely
used.
Saxcphcnes
1.

Different types
a.

f

E-flat alto

b.

B-flat tenor

c.

C melody

d.

E-flat baritone

e.

B-flat bass

2.

Use of saxophones

3.

Tone quality
Suggestions:

IV.

V.

a.

The saxophone is a kind of cross between the
woodwind family and the brass fPnily.

b.

The bell is used only to play the lowest note.

C.

Tuning is done by moving the mouthpiece in or
out on the mouthripe; in to raise the pitch;
out to lower it.

Combinations of Woodwind Instruments
A.

Flute quartet

B.

Flute and oboe

C.

Woodwind choir

D.

Saxophone sextet

The Brass Group
A.

Trumpet and cornet
1.

Size of each

2.

Key in which each is built - B-flat

3.

Difference in tone quality

It.

Tires

5.

Range - small F-sharp to C3

6. Cup mouthpiece
7.

Tone production

8.

Tuning slide
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9.

Valve construction
Suggestion:
a.

B.

The first valve serves to route the air
column through a length of tubing adequate
to lower the pitch a whole tone. The second
valve controls a half tone and the third
controls a tone and a half.

Mellophone
1.

Size and shape

2.

Use
Suggestion:
a.

3.

The mellophone is often used as a substitute
for the French Horn.

Key in which built
Suggestion:
a.

The mellophone is built in F1 but added slides
make it possible to play in t-flat, DI or C.
In F and D it is mostly used in the orchestra
to play French horn parts, in E-flat in the
band to play E-flat alto parts.

4. Range - from small F-sharp to C3
5.
C.

Tone quality

Alto Horn
1.

Size and shapes

2.

Use

3. Key in which built - E-flat
4. Range - From F-sharp to C3
5. Tone quality
D.

French Horn
1.

Size and shape

2.

Its use

3.

Tone quality

4. Range - from great F-sharp to C3
Suggestions:
a.

Owing to the fact that there are so many open
tones that can be made without the aid of valves,
the French horn requires an extremely welltrained embouchure; the performer must depend
upon the tension of his lips and the foree
of blowing to secure tonal accuracy.

b.

Due to the extensive compass of the French horn
,
many players specialize in playing either first
or second horn parts, either developing an embouchure for the high notes of the first and
third horn parts or the lower notes of the
second and fourth parts.

c.

French horns are built in both single and doub
le
horn models. The single horn is in the key of
F with extra slide to chance to E-flat. Doub
le
French horns are built in F with a rotary valve
to throw the instrument into B-flat. The doub
horn has more open t.,,nes than the single horn le
and also has a wider playing range, the B-flat
horn safe playing range extending a perfect
fourth upward.
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E.

Trombone
1.

Its size ard shape

2.

Its use

3.

Tone quality
Types
a.

Slide and valve

5. Key in which built - B-flat
6. Range - from Great E to B-flat'
7. Use of the slide
F.

Euphonium
1.

Size and shape

2.

Types
a.

Upright and bell-front

3. Use
4. Tone quality

5. Key in which built - B-flat
6. Range - from Great E to B-flat'
Suggestions:
a.

The baritone is similar to the euphonium
but is built with smaller bore.

••••••

G.

Upright Bass and Sousaphone
1.

Size and shape

2.

E-flat and BB-flat

3. Range - From Contra E to F1
4. Tone quality
H.

Other Band and Orchestra Instruments
1.

Fleugel Horn

2.

Bass Trombone

3. Contra-Bassoon
4. English 11,-,rn
5.
I.

Sarrusolgione

The Percussion Group
1.

Bass Drum

2.

Snare Drum

3.

Timpani

4.

Triangle

5. Tambourine
6. Bells
7. Xylophone
8.

Marimba

9. Ch.;'A
10. Others

VII.

Seating Plan for Band:
Suggestion:
A.

,

•

,a

•

• .

—
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VIII.

Seating Plan for Orchestra
A.

Suggestion:

4

. I
4
,4
Y‘

i
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CHAPTER VI
MUSIC
I.

APPRECIATION

Folk Music
A.

Definition
Suggestion:
1.

Folk music may be defined as the music which originated
with the common people through the years and which has
been handed down from generation to generation by word
of mouth.

B.

Its influence on composers' ideas for their compositions
in every period of musical history.

C.

The influence of Geography on folk music
Suggestions:

D.

1.

Sailor songs reflect the rhythm of the waves and the
rockings of the boat.

2.

The singer living among the mountains seemingly
follows the contour of the peaks rising Ebove him, by
constantly raising and lowering his voice in that type
of musical expression known as the yodel.

3.

Dwellers in the plains and deserts reflect in their
rhythm and tonality the monotony of their view.

4.

The music of the people living in the valleys is happy
and cheerful and is similar in Character, no matter
from what land it comes.

The influence of political conditions on folk music
Suggestion:
1.

E.

The oppressive spirit of government is often expressed
in a country's music. On the other hand l when a nation
Is happy with its type of government, this spirit will
be reflected in the music of the people.

Racial characteristic in national music
Suggestions:
1.

The love of romance, poetry and gaiety is a distinguishing characteristic of the 1,71tin race, and is in direct
contrast with the stolid, plodding nature of the Teutons,
and the fearless freedom of the Slays. But these characteristics are all to be noted in the music of these races.

2.

The gypsies have left their influence on the music of
every land where they have sojourned. In every land where

-+ViealegrePtger"0

the gypsy has made hi
s home the folk music
has
been greatly embell
ished and ornamented
by the gypsy musician.
II.

Ancient Music
Suggestions:
A.

Development of the mu
sic of the Assyrian
s, Hebrews, and
Egyptians and the sc
ience of Greek musi
c.
B. An Introduction
to Mu
is an excellent refe sical Knowledge by Jones and Barnard
rence for this phase
of the course.
III. Early Church
Schools: To the Sixt
eenth Century
Suggestion:
A.

Schools of counterpoi
the influence of th nt and polyphony developed through
e church.
Secular Schools: Fr
om the Twelfth to th
e Seventeenth Centur
y
Suggestion:

IV.

A.

V.

Secular music develo
ped by the Troubadour
Minnesingers and Me
s, Jongleurs,
istersingers.
Musical Renaissance:
Seventeenth Century
Suggestion:
A.

VI.

Rise of individual
expression gave birt
h to the opera
and oratorio in It
aly. Their developm
ent in Italy, France,
Germany and England
in the seventeenth ce
ntury.
Classical School:
Eighteenth Century
Suggestion:
A.

Development of form
al music from Bach
to Beethoven
VII. Romantic Scho
ol: Early Nineteenth
Century
Suggestion:
A.

Rise of individualit
y, giving expression
virtuosity and nati
onality; from Beetho in program music,
ven to Wagnar.
VIII.Modern Music:
Late NinetPenth Cent
ury to Present Day
Suggestion:
A.

Rise of the modern
schools of national
Realism versus im
expression.
pressionism.

B.

For the preceding,
What We Hear In Musi
c by Anne Shaw
Faulkner is hLghly
rf-comnended as ;..rf!ffirence.
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IX.

List of Com
p
should be f osers and Composition
amiliar:
s with which
the students
Suggestions
:
A.

Johann Seba
stian Bach
1. Brief s
ketch of hi
s life
Suggestion:

(a) Born i
n 1685
musicians w ; died in 1750. One o
h
In musical ich has, up to the pref the greatest
s
h
and organ. istory. Studied violi ent, been known
n
V
, harpsichor
e
ry few works
during his
d
w
e
r
e
p
u
l
b
i
l
f
ished either
etime or for
Wrote exten
a
centur
sively for o
chorus.
rgan, harpsi y afterward.
chord and
2. Charac
teristics o
f the Classic
al Period
3, How Bach con
formed with
classical r
ules
4. Composit
ions to be
heard
Suggestions
:
(a)

Air for G S
tring
(b) Brand
enburg Conc
erto
(c) Any ch
orales
B. George
Frederick H
andel
1. Brief
sketch mf h
is life
Suggestion:
(a) Born
in 168
had become 5; died in 1759. Bef
o
as well as expert on harpsichord re he was ten he
, organ, and
i
n
p
o
l
yphonic como
the field o
o
s
t
i
f
on. Famous oboe,
o
r
a
t
orio and op
itate oftern
in
era.
to new purp to remodel or readap He did not hesborrow fron oses, as well as to s t his own works
ome extent
others.
to
2. Why he
is conside
red a class
icist
3. The de
velopment o
f the orat
orie
SuggestIons
s
(a) Discu
(b) Discu ss miracle pinys and
ss "The Me
monodies
ssiah"
4. Composi
tions to be
heard
Suggestions
:

I!

(a) "Largo" from "Xerxes" (in song form)
(b)

Messiah or any parts of it, expecially the
"Hallelujah Chorus"

C.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
1.

Brief sketch of his life
Suggestion:
(a) Born in 1756; died in 1791. One of the most
instinctive geniuses in music history. From the outset he sought expression in all the forma and fields
of composition that were prominent in his day.

2.

Compositions to be heard
Suggestions:
(a)

Any of his symphonies
Suggestions:
(1) E-flat Symphony
(2) The Jupiter Symphony

D.

Franz Joseph Haydn
1.

Brief sketch of his life
Suggestion:
(a) Born in 1712; died in 1809. His musical aptitude
was evident from early childhood and at five he was
was placed with a relative at Heinburg for elementary education and training on the violin aad in
singing. In music history he is usually counted as
the founder, or at least the establisher of the
objective monophonic style that is often called
Iclassicalf. He was especially famous in the
symphonic field.

2.

Why he is called the "father of the symphony*.

3. Explanation of sonata form
4. How the sonata form developed into the symphony
5. Compositions to he heard
Suggestions:
(a) "Surprise" Symphony or any other

"

E.

Ludwig Van Beetho
ven
1.

Brief sketch of hi
s life
Sugrestlen:
(a)

Born in 1770; died
of musicians7 the in 1827. One of the greatest
of progress in th founder of the distinctive lines
e nineteenth cent
adhering largely
ury,
to
the typical forms though himself
nth. He was the
of the eighteefi
city of the modern rst composer to utilize the capathe latent powers piano and the first to bring out
of the modern or
chestra.
2. His tendency
to break away from
classical rules
3. The beginning of
Romanticism
a. Reasons prompt
ing this movement
Suggestions:
(1) Musical idea
s were
latter part of th changing rapidly during the
e
plain that new formeighteenth century. It was
through which comp s of compoktion were needed
a sense of beauty osers could not only impart
,
express their inmo but could tell a story or
medium of music. st feelings through the

4.

(2) They found th
e form
classical school to s established by the Viennese
o rigid for their
purpose.
Compositions to be
heard
Suggestions:
a.

F.

Fifth, Eighth, or
"Pastorale" Sympho
ny
Franz Peter Schube
rt
1.

Brief sketch of hi
s life
Suggestion:
a.

2.

Born in 1797, died
Austrian composer in 1828. Extraordinarily gifted
,
brief, marks an epwhose career, though pitifully
music. In his ha och in lyrical expression throug
nds the artistic
h
the master-forms
song became one of
of modern music.
Art songs

3. His gift for melo
dy
4. Compositions

to be heard

Suggestions:

re...1•1•011
,
:

"'fine rt

a. "Unfinished" Symphony
b. Ave Maria
c. Hark: Hark: The iaark
d. Any other of his songs
G.

Robert Schumann
1.

Brief sketch of his life
Suggestion:
a.

2.

Born in 1810; died in 1856.
For
the Romantic Movement in music. emost in promoting
he had but desultory musical tra Until he was twenty
ining, but developed
himself into an effective pianis
t and also as leader
of a school orchestra.

The fantasia

3. Compositions to be heard
Suggestions:
a.
b.
H.

Traumerei
Any piano music

Johannes Brahsm
1.

Brief sketch of his life
Suggestion:
a.

2.

Born in 1833; died in 189
7. One of the masters of
German music in the nineteenth
century, eminent both
as composer and pianist. He com
except opera. His "Requiem" mad posed in all styles
al composer of the first rank, e him known as a chorand the series of
symphonies set him firmly in
the succession to
Beethoven.

His waltzes

3. Compositions to be heard
Suggestions:
a.

Any of his waltzes, Lullaby, Hun
garian Dances
I. Peter Ilyitch Tchaikowsky
1. Brief sketch of his life
Suggestion:
a.

2.

Born in 1840; died in 1693. He
was
a lawyer. His tendency is to pass first trained as
to and fro between
contrasted moods 2 as from hil
arity to despair, from
wildness to suavity. He uses muc
h folk-song material.
Discussion of his constant cha
nging from one mood to
another xchch vs charactc=
rfstfx of him.

1+3

3. Compositions to be heard
r.‘

Suggestions:
a.
b.
C.
d.
J.

March Slav
Andante Cantabile
Nutcracker Suite
Any of his symphonies

Richard Strauss
/.

Brief sketch of his life
Suggestion:
a.

2.

Born in 1864. A distinguished Bavarian conductor and
composer who started composing at six. He has been
honored by many governments and societies.

Realism in music

3. Compositions to be heard
Suggestions:
a.
b.
c.
K.

Til Eulenspiegel
Don Juan
Any of his waltzes

Johann Strauss
1.

Brief sketch of his life
Suggestion:
a.
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2.

l'orn in 1825; died in 1899. Distinguished Austrian
violinist, conductor and composer, the most brilliant
member of a famous family. Wrote about five hundred
dances, especially waltzes.

His waltzes

3. Compositions to be heard
Suggestion:
a.
L.

Any of his wcItzes

Claude Debussy
1.

Brief sketch of his life
Suggestion:
a.

2.

Born in 1862; died in 1918. He was the leader in the
movement toward impressionistic expression.

The beginnings of Impressionism in music

3. Compositions to he hearcl:,
te,

Suggestions:
a.
b.
c.
M.

Claire de Lune
Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun
La Her

Jean Sibelius
1.

Brief sketch of his life
Suggestions:
a.

2.

Born in 1865. Distinguished Finnish composer whose
genius was early recognized by a grant of three thousand marks annually from the Finnish government. His
fame was much increased by a tour with the Helsingfor
Philharmonic in 1900 throughout northern and western
Europe and by his appearance at the Heidelberg Festiv
In 1901. Without using much direct folk-song materia]
hisstyle evidently rests upon an intensely national
basis, developed with extraordinary vigor and assuram
of artistic conception and grasp of harmonic, rh,thmic and orchestral resource. His imagination tends
to dwell upon the sombre and weird, interpreted
with great intellectual earnestness. His works include symphonies, symphonic poems, overtures, suites,
chamber-music, piano and vocal music.

Comnositions to be heard
Suggestions:
a.
b.

N.

liaise Triste
Finlandia

George Gershwin
1.

Brief sketch of his life
Suggestion:
a.

2.

Born in 1898; died in 1937. Born in Brooklyn, New
York. At fifteen George had learned all he could
from conservatory teachers. There was no seat in
the classroom for the new campus beauty, jazz.
There was only one conservatory where he could
continue his education in the strnge rhythms of
the slums, and that was Tin Pan Alley, where the
nation's top publishers rolled out music hits that
were sang from Park Avenue to the Wabash. He regarded jazz as an American folk music.

Discuss jazz
Sugestions:
a.
b.
c.

Originated with the negro
Uses syncopation for its basis
How Gershwin used it in his compositions
••••••

3. Modern tendencies in music
4.

Compositions to be heard:
Suggestions:
a.

0.

Rhapsody in Blue

Howard Hanson
1.

Brief sketch of his life
Suggestion:
a.

2.

Born in 1896 in Wahoo, Nebraska.
At pre
in Rochester, New York. When only twe sent living
appointed Professor of Theory in the nty, he was
College of the
Pacific in California. Three yea
rs later he became
the Dean of the Conservatory of Fine
Arts in the
same :ollege. He has been a vital fac
stimulating interest in American mus tor in
past several years. Dr. Hanson has ic during the
also achieved
a considerable reputation as a conduc
conducts the Eastman-Rochester Symphotor. He now
ny Orchestra.
Compositions to be heard:
Suggestions:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

P.

Lament for Beowulf
Heart of the Symphony
Heart of Piano Music
Heart of the Concerto
Symphony Number Two

Roy Harris
1.

Brief sketch of his life
Suggestion:
a.

Born in Lincoln County, Okl
ahoma, February 12, 1080.
He vas educated in the Califo
studied piano, clarinet and rnis public schools, and
pipe organ in Los Angeles.
The World War interrupted his
but after the war he returned work along these lines,
and while there wrote a work to California University
for chorus and orchestra
which attracted interest of
Alf
red Herts, then conductor of the San Francisco Sym
pho
ny. Mr. Eerts advised
the young man to abandon col
leg
e
and make for himself
a career as composer. Harris
'
pos
ition in the history
of American culture is alread
y
ass
ure
d, for his work
has endowed AmericP_n music
for the first tiro, with an
imnediately comprehensitle not
origInality, and a genuine graility, a truly authentic
work generally, Paul Rosenfeld ndeur. Speaking of his
writes:
46
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"In combination, the tragedy, folk-feeling, and poetry,
the heroic cast of certain percussive themes and the
melodic sweep and grandeur of many passages, at times
gives a bardic, well-nigh epic character." This is
concerning his Symphony No. 3, but may be applied to
many other of his works.
2.

Compositions to be heard
Suggestions:
a.
b.

Q.

Folk Song Symphony
Symphony Number Three

Aaron Copland
1,

Brief sketch of his life
Suggestion:
a.

2.

Born in Brooklyn in 1900. He is one of the most
accomplished and distinguished of American composers.
He received his musical training under Ruben Goldmark.
His creative output is not remarkably large for he is
not the most prolific of composers. His music has
been what frightened music critics with frail ears
have called modern and the legend has been perpetuated
among unsuspecting music lovers thatcompositions so
labeled are necessarily disagreeable and ne:t to impossible to understand. Any listener who for his own
edification wishes to test this musical superstition,
no better starting point can be recommended than
Copland's "El Salon Mexico",

Compositions to be heard
Suggestions:
a.
b.

Appalachian Spring
El Salon Mexico

General Suggestions
A.

Any composers not listed in the preceding group will be
good for appreciation work.

B.

The compositions listed may be secure from any record
shop
of good size, and the teacher may see fit to supplement this
list with other available records. Other materials by the
same composer may be more easily secure, much depending upon
the locality of the school.

C.

A good idea would be to divide the appreciation phase of
the course into three different categories according
to
periods sch as the Classical, Romantic and Modern Perio
ds.
The students should be reminded of the characteristics of
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each period. Lastly, the
to the period in which eaccomposers may be grouped according
picture of history in mcu h wrote. This will give an overall
ic.
D.

The teacher will want to sup
plement the material of thi
chapter with other inform
s
ati
through reading and study. on WhLch has been accumulated

E.

Many important and famous
this chapter, but if time composers have been omitted in
permits the presentation of tho
listed here, the students wil
l have developed a fair app se
for the better types of
reciation
music.

F.

The list of records shown
on
of what a school of ordinary the next few pages is a fair sample
record library of the Wayne means can •possess. It is the
author is employed. Record County High School, where the
s are added every year. The
Educational Music Bureau has
will help the teacher secure a wide selection of albums which
material which can be easily
understood and appreciated
by the high hchool beginner
in music).
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VolurLe Three for Primary Grades - Rhythmic Activities
Berceuse ("Lullaby") - Ilyinsky
The Blacksmith - Brahr.a
3. The Clock - Kullak
Come Lasses and Lads - English Folk
4
5, Cradle Song - Hauser
6. Dance of Moorish Slaves (Aida) - Verdi
7. Dolly's Funeral - Tchaikowsky
8. Elfenspiel ("Play of Elfs") - Kjerulf
9. John Peel - Old hunting Song
10. Knight of the Hobby Horse - Schumann
11, Lavender's Blue - English Folk
12. March - Bach
13. Marche Militaire - Schubert
14. March of the Tin Soldiers - Tchaikowsky
15. Mirror Dance ("Fsust Ballet") - Gounod
16. Northern Song - Schumann
17. Popillons No. 8 - Schumann
18. Peasants' Dance - Schytte
19. Polly Put the Kettle On - Old English
20. Postillion - Godard
21. Sicilian° ("L'Allegro") - Handel
22. Silhouette - Reinhold
23. Slavonic Dance No. 1 - Dvorak
24. Song of the Shepherdess - Weber
25. Tarantelle - Heller
26. Valse Gracieuse ("Graceful Waltz") - Dvorak
27. Waltz, Op. 9a, No. 3 - Schubert
28. The Witch - Tchaikowsky
1.
2.

Volume Fotar for Upver Grades - Rhythmic Activities
1.
2.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11,
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Allegro in G - Mendelsmhn
Amaryllis - Ghys
Country Dance - Beethoven
Country Dance - Weber
Gavotte - Handel
Gigue in B-fist - Corelli
March (Aida) - Verdi
March tf the Three Kings - Bizet
Minuet from the Third Movement, SymphoryNo. 39 - Mozart
Delibes
Passepied
Pleytime No. 4 ("Children's Gnmes") - Liedoff
Flaytine No. 11 ("Children's Games") - Liadoff
Second Gavotte - Sapellnikoff
Silhouette - Dvoark
The Sakters - Waltz - Waldteufel
Snowdrops - Tchaikowsky
Soldiers' Chorus ("Ii Troyatore") - Verdi
Street Boys' Parade ("Carmen") - B-lzet
Toreader Sone ("Carmen") - Bizet
Waltz, Op. Ch, N2. 1, Waltz, op. No. 2; Waltz, Op. 33, I7o.2; Waltz
91a, No. 10 Op. 33) 1o.6; Waltz, Op. 10.33, 7; and Waltz Op.
Schubert

Volume. Two for Primary Grades - Listeninp Activities
1.
2.

3.
4.

5,

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12

14..
1.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

Andantino ("Raymond Overture") - Thomas
Berceuse - Jarnefelt
Elfin D7.nce - Greig
Evening Bells - Kullak
Fairy Pipers ("The Wand of Youth") - Elgar
Golliwog's Cake Walk ("Children's Corner Suite") - Debussy
The Hurdy-Gurdy Man ("Kaleidoscope") - Goossens
Excerpt from Light Cavalry Overture - Von Suppe
Little Hunters - Kullak
The Little Shepherd ("Children's Corner Suite") - Debussy
Melody in F - Rubenstein
Moths and Butterflies ("The Wand of Youth") - Elgar
Of a Tailor and a Bear - MacDowell
Serenata - Moszkowski
Spinning Song..- Kullak
Tame Bears ("The Wand of Youth") - Elgar
Waltz in A-flat - Brahms
Waltzing Doll - Poldini
The Wild Horseman ("Album for the Young ") - Schumann

Volume Five - Upper Grades - Listening Activities
1.
2.

Andante, Second Movement, Symphony No. 4 - Haydn
Clair De Lune - Debussy
3. Come, Let us to the Bagpipes' Sound - Bach
4
Etude in G-Flat Major ("Butterfly") - Chopin
5. Festival March ("Tanhkauser") - Wagner
6. The Music Box - Liadoff
71 Norwegian Bridal Procession - Grieg
8. Oh Vermeland, Thou Lovely - Swedish Folk
9. Pavane of the Sleeping Beauty("Mother Good Suite") - Ravel
10. Scherzo from Sonata, Op. 26 - Beethoven
11. Witches' Dance - MacDowell
Volume Five fpr Upper Grades - Singing, Activities

tf

•Tit

Folk Songs of the Americas
1. At Sunset - Finnish
2. At the ."sate of Heaven (New Mexico)
3. Houle'. Ball - French-Canadian
4. Cuba - Cuba
5. El-a-noy - Song of the Pioneers
6. Fro Yon Mounta!n Verdant - Pert
7. Flowing River - Chile
8. La Cuisiniere - French-Canadian
9. Little Grove, All in Green - Polish
10. Lonesome Valley - White Spiritual
11. Night Herding Song - Cowboy Sang
12. Que Lejoy Estoy - Mexican
13. Santo 6an Juanita - Ecuador
14. Shuc)--1n' of the Corn - Tennessee
15. Sprirg - Swedish
16. To Bethlehem, Singing - Puerto Rico
17. The Turtle Dove - English
2.13. Tutu Maramba - Brazil

19.
20.
21:
22.
23.

Uy! Tara La La - Mexican
Vagabond's Song - Catalonian
Vidalita - Argentina
Walking at Night - Czech
Walking Song - Swiss

V9lume Six for Ulmer Grades - Sluing Activities
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Ave Maria - Schubert
Beautiful Savior - Arr. by Christiansen
He Shall Feed His Flock ("The Messiah") - Handel
Home to nur Mountains ("Ii Trovatore") - Verdi
How Love_y are the Messengers ("St. Paul") - Mendelssohn
Knowest Thou the Land ("Mignon") - Thomas
Toreador Song - Bizet
Tramp, Trams Tramp Along the Highway - Herbert
Miscellaneous Records

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

And the Glory of the Lord ("Messiah") - Handel
Hallelujah Chorus ("Messiah") - Handel
Summer Serenade - Herbert
Italian Street Song - Herbert
Song of the Open Road - Malotte
Play Gypsies - Dance Gypsies - Kalman
The Lost Chord - Sullivan
Ombra Mai Fu Q "Largo" from Xerxes - Handel
Cantiga De Ninor (Lullaby) - Mignone
I Wonder as I Wander - Appalachian Folk Song
Der Hirt Auf Dem Felsen(The Shepherd oti the Mountain) - Schubert
Hungarian Dance No. 5 - Brahma
Hungarian Dance No. 6 - Brahms
The Magic Flute - Overture - Mozart
Redemption - Franck
Warsaw Concerto - Addinsell
Valse Triste - Sibelius
Berceuse from The Tempest" - Sibelius
Rhapsody in Blue - Gershwin
Strike Up the Band - Gershwin
La Danza - Rossini
0 Sole Mbo - Traditional Folk Song
Torna A Surriento - Curtis
Mattinata - Leoncavallo
Ballad for Americans - Robinson
Organ Music (Album) - Don Baker
1. Dacp Purple - De Rose
2. Charmaine - Rapee - Pollack
Diane - Rapee - Pollack
Lover, Come Back to Me - Romberg
5. Play Gypsies, Dance Gypsies - Kalman
6. Wh.n Yuba Plays the Tuba - Horbsah
7. One Alone - Romberg
8. Softly as in the Marming Sunrise - Romberg
9. Night and Day - Porter
10. Sleepy Time Gal - Whiting

4.
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11.
12.
13.
14.
27. The
1.
2.
3.
4,

Chloe - Moret
Dancing Tambourine - Polla
The Continental - Conrad
My Darling - Myers
Music of Sigmund Romberg - Album
Romance from "The Desert Song"
Serenade from "The Student Prince"
Softly, as in a Morning Sunrise from "Th
e New Moon"
Wanting You from "The New Moon"

28. American Spirituals - Album
1. Deep River
2. Every Mail Day
3. Water Boy
Hear De LEM I S A-Crying
Goin
5.
' to Ride Up in De Chariot
6. Go Down Moses
7. Black Sheep, Where You Left You'
8. There's a Man Goin"Roun' Takin'Lamb
Names
9. Joshua Fit the Battle of Jericho
10. City Called Heaven
29. Schubert Melodies - Album - Marek
Weber
1. Waltz Medley
2. Rosamunde Overture (Excerpt No.
1)
3. The Linden Tree
4. Moment Musical
5. The Trout
6. Minuet in B Minor
7. By the Sea
8. Hedge Roses
9. Death and the Maiden
10. Hark! Hark: The Lark
11. "Unfinished Symphony" (Excerpt
12. Impatience
13. Scherzo
14. The Erlking
15. Serenade
16. Marche Militaire
17. Minuet in F
18. My Sweet Repose
19. Rosamunde - Ballet Music
20. Rosamunde Overture - Excerpt No.
2
21. Cradle Song
22. Whither?
30. Marches - Album
1. The Thunderer - Sousa
2. -El Capitan - Sousa
31

4

"In Old Vienna" - Album
1. Josef Strauss Waltz Medley
a. Music of the S-heres, b. Dynamic,
c. Water Colors
2. Serenade - DriFo
3. Come to the Sea - Traditional
4.
My Treasure - Becucci
5. Chimes of Worm,7ndy - Planquette
.••••

6.
7.
S.
9,
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

4

Old Waltz - Folk Song
Waves of the Danube - Ivanovici
Franz Lehar Waltz Medley
a. Merry Widov lb. Gold and Silver, c. Villa
Viennn Carnlval Life - Translateur
Over the Waves - Rosas
You Live in My Heart - Traditional
Johann Strauss Waltz Medley
a. Vienna Life, b. My Darling, c. Blue Danube
Ziehrer Waltz Medley
a. Vienna Citizens, b. Vienna Beauty, c. In a Beautiful Night
Waldteufel Waltz Medley
a. Skaters, b. Dolores, c. Estudiantina

32. Music of George Gershwin - Album - Andre Kostalanetz and
his
Orchestra
1. 'S Wonderful
2. The Man I Love
Someone to Watch Over Me
Oh, Lady Be Good
5. Fascinatin' Rhythm
6. Embraceable You
7. Soon
8. Maybe

33.

Irish Eyes are Smiling - Album - "A Collecticn of songs from the
Emerald Isle"
1. A Little Bit of Feaven
2. My Wild Irish Rose
3. Macushla
4. Come Back to Erin
5. When Irish Eyes Are Smiling
6. TallarLey
7. The Wearing of the Green
8. YGther Machree
9. Where the River Shannon Flows

34. John Jacob Niles - Album
1. Matthew, Mark, Luke and John
2. I Wonder as I Wander
3. The Little Liking
4.
The Carol of the Angels
5. 'he Carol of the Birds
6. The Seven Joys of Mary

35,

Opere' -,a FLvoritcs of °roar Strauss
1. There are Things One MustcForget
2. I Know Whet I Want
3. Soldatenliebe
4. Menuet a La Cour
5. Entr'acte and Letter Intermezzo
6. My Hero
36. Nutcracker Suite - Tchaikovsky
37. Strauss Waltzr, - Johann Strauss
38. Appal-f:hian Spring Suite - Copland
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39. El Salon Mexico - Copand
40.
41.
42.
43.

44.
45.

46.
47.

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

Music from Carmen - Bizet
Harold in Italy - Berlioz
Brandenburg Concertos No. 2 and 5 - Bach
Don Cossack Chorus - Russian Fair
Piano Music - Chopin
Scheherazade - Rimsky-Korsakoff
Symphony No. 2(Romantic) - Hanson
Symphony No. 3 - Harris
Symphony No. 9 - Shostakovich
Symphony No. 0 in B Minor(Unfinished) - Schubert
Symphony No. 94 in G (Surprise) - Haydn
Symphony No. 41 in C (Jupiter) - Mozart
Cello Melodies - Garbouseva

4V.

"I
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
It is hoped that after the music teacher has been guided by
the outline given herein for a nine-month period in the high school
beginning music class that the students shall have attained a thorough understanding of notation.

They should be able to recognize

especially, the major triads in a given tonality along with the
ability to identify the various intervals of the major scale both
by sight and sound.

They should understand key signatures to the

extent that they can recognize any key signature and identify it,
locate "do" and write the scales on the staff.

The author makes

the extensive use of dictation optional due to the fact that there
are so many other phases which the student should master first.
Then too, experience has shown that high school students find
dictation quite difficult in their first year; perhaps "ever their
heads".

It is hoped that the students will have enough t, owledge

of and experience in the conductor's beat that they will be able
to conduct numbers using th

simple meter signatures.

They should

be able to direct numbers such as those used in a "Community Sing".
By the time the course is completed, the students should be familiar with terms used most commonly in music and be able to interpret the various devices employed.

Since sight-singing has been

a major part of the course, itls hoped that those who have completed
the work will be able to sing songs at sight with a fair degree of
ease if the songs do not contain very intricate rhythmic figures.
They should have a fair degree of knowledge concerning instruments
of the band and orchestra, how they are used in the large group and
In the small ensembles, be able to identify them by
or tone quality.

sight and sound

One of the major phases of the course was the development
of discriminating listeners from the group which enrolled in the
music class.

It is hoped that the students will enjoy the better

types of =sic by the time the ccurse is completed, that they will
be able to converse with others on musical subjects, and that they
will have a good understanding of the development of music through
the years.

They should know how various forms evolved and Who

was responsible for the growth of the different forms.

teacher has taught the appreciation phase of the course in a
good way, the students will ask for the better types of music when
the listening period comes around.

By this time, many of the

students will have decided upon some particular type of music
which they like, or which appeals to them.

They should be able

to give reasons for their decisions and discuss the differences
in various types.
Finally, if the music educator has developed within the students
the ability to sing songs Of musical worth and sight-read with a
fair degree of ease and andappreciation for and understanding of
the better types of music and their composers, the time spent in
the beginning music course shall not have been in vain and a good
work will have been acoomplished.

ii

ii

If the
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